ABSTRACT

When interacting with others we focus on the spoken word, but also ‘read’ non-verbal cues from the face and voice. Our recordings of the electrical activity of human brain (event-related potentials, or ERPs) indicate that these audiovisual cues are integrated as early as 140 msec post-stimulus (sensory ERP components: auditory N140 and visual N170). When multisensory inputs were congruent, and potentially redundant, N170 lost its usual category-sensitivity, whereas auditory N140 showed selectivity to primate and human vocalizations. A late ERP, P400, was significantly larger when a human face was paired with an incongruent sound. This cross-modal incongruity is similar to a previously described auditory (physical) incongruity potential (McCallum et al. 1984). When audiovisual and unisensory stimulation were contrasted, auditory N140 and visual N170 exhibited underadditivity, whereas later ERPs showed more complex effects. Our data indicate that the human brain possesses specialized circuitry for rapidly processing information from the face and voice.

‘When you speak to a man, look on his eyes; when he speaks to you, look on his mouth.’
Benjamin Franklin, Poor Richard’s Almanack (1732-1757).

The human face attracts our attention, as the eyes signal where the focus of the attention is (Kleinke, 1986; Puce and Perrett, 2003; Itier and Batty, 2009) and the mouth is the source of human verbal communication – as suggested by Franklin’s quotation. Indeed, when the eyes of an observer are tracked when they gaze on the face of another, the eyes and mouth of the viewed face gets the lion’s share of the observer’s gaze – there is a triangle of visual focus where the apex is the mouth and the base consists of the eyes (Yarbus, 1967). Processing what the eyes do is rapid and unisensory – changes in the eyes are seen and not heard. The human brain responds reliably to changes in the gaze of other individuals – with changes in the electrical activity of brain occurring around 1/5 of a second after the observed gaze change (Puce et al., 2000; Puce et al., 2003). These original studies used unisensory stimuli, and an identical neural response was observed to an opening and closing mouth (Puce et al., 2000). Yet, in everyday life when we interact with others, mouth movements are usually associated with speech. Sometimes this oral output can be non-verbal e.g. a sneeze, cough, yawn, or burp, but in all cases the actions of the face and voice form a congruent multisensory stimulus. These non-verbal forms of multisensory behavior are not unique to human primates. Non-human primates and other animals utilize these multisensory cues from their conspecifics (e.g. alarm calls) and other animals for survival (Seyfarth and Cheney, 2003; Templeton and Greene, 2007; Papworth et al., 2008; Stephan and Zuberbuhler, 2008).

The human neuroimaging and neurophysiological literature has focused on language and verbal communication in studies which have typically relied on unisensory stimuli
(auditory or visual) (Hagoort, 2003; Friederici, 2004; Van Petten and Luka, 2006; Chakraborty and McEvoy, 2008; Hagoort, 2008). The human voice has been called an ‘auditory face’ (Belin et al., 2004) and not surprisingly the human brain has developed neural systems for decoding this important stimulus category (Belin et al., 2000; Belin et al., 2002), which may be similar in monkeys (Petkov et al., 2008). Human and non-human primates show selective brain activation for the vocalizations of their own conspecifics, with different brain regions becoming active when vocalizations of other animals and one’s conspecifics are contrasted within the same experiment (Fecteau et al., 2004; Petkov et al., 2008). These brain responses are separable from those to other types of complex sounds such as tools or environmental sounds (Engel et al., 2009).

Non-verbal cues in humans are critical to human communication (Hari and Kujala, 2009), yet tend to be underemphasized due to the emphasis that we place on the spoken word. It has been argued that very little of the intended message actually comes from the spoken word - movements of the face, hands and body, and pauses and inflexions in the voice form valuable and interpretable sources of information (Mehrabian and Ferris, 1967). These displays are multisensory, yet until only recently neuroimaging investigations have begun study what the neural correlates for multisensory stimuli, and how they might be differentially affected in neuropsychiatric disorders (Doehrmann and Naumer, 2008; Zupan et al., 2009).

In our laboratory we recently begun investigating the neural correlates of evaluating the dynamic face and voice (Puce et al., 2007; Brefczynski-Lewis et al., 2009), as a logical extension of our visually based studies of face, hand and body actions (Puce et al., 2000; Wheaton et al., 2001; Puce et al., 2003; Thompson et al., 2004; Wheaton et al., 2004; Thompson et al., 2005; Carrick et al., 2007; Thompson et al., 2007). Here I describe these investigations and integrate their collective findings. One experiment investigated the potential specificity for human faces and voices and the influence that congruity plays on audiovisual integration (Puce et al., 2007). The second experiment studied neurophysiological responses to the presentation of audiovisual, visual only and auditory only stimuli which consisted of a dynamic face and non-verbal vocalizations (Brefczynski-Lewis et al., 2009).

**Incongruity as a means to highlight potential species specificity for face and voice**

We presented healthy subjects with 3 different visual animations and 3 auditory sounds. Audiovisual stimulus pairings could be congruous or incongruous and subjects made a forced-choice button press to indicate whether each stimulus pair was congruous or incongruous. We used a human face, a monkey face and an image of a house for visual stimuli. The mouth on either face, or the front door of the house, opened concurrent with a presented sound, which could be a (human) burp, a monkey screech or a creaking door sound. Each trial consisted of an initial visual stimulus onset (1000ms duration) followed by a change in the visual display (mouth or door opening) and the presentation of the sound (400ms duration). The trials ended with sound offset and the visual stimulus reverting to its initial position (closed mouth or door). Stimulus pairings were randomly mixed, so that on any given trial subjects did not know if a congruous or incongruous stimulus would be presented. There were 3 congruous stimulus pairings (human mouth opening/human burp, monkey mouth opening/monkey screech, house front door opening/door squeaking) and 6 incongruous pairings (e.g. front door opening/monkey screech, human mouth opening/door squeaking). We measured electrical activity of the human brain non-invasively from a 128 channel scalp array. We averaged responses to the various congruous and incongruous types and generated event-related potentials (ERP) in the group of subjects.

Congruous conditions produced ERPs consisting of a prominent central scalp auditory potential – the N140 (Giard et al., 1994; Giard and Peronnet, 1999; Eggermont and Ponton,
2002), and a bilateral posterior temporal scalp visual potential – the N170 (Bentin et al., 1996; Puce and Perrett, 2003). Auditory N140 was significantly larger to the human and monkey vocalizations relative to the squeaking door sound, despite all sounds having comparable harmonic-to-noise ratios. N170 did not change with stimulus category in this experiment.

ERP component amplitudes and latencies to incongruous stimulus conditions were compared to the congruous conditions and several interesting findings were noted. First, N140 was significantly attenuated when the human face was paired with the two non-human sounds. This effect was not seen for the monkey face or house images, suggesting that human face and vocalization pairings enjoy augmented processing in the human brain. Second, ‘incongruity’ ERPs occurred at around 400ms post-audiovisual stimulus onset, manifesting as a broad midline parietal positivity (P400). P400 was significantly enhanced only when the human face was paired with the most incongruous auditory stimulus – the inanimate object sound. This multisensory incongruity ERP is reminiscent of the so-called ‘physical incongruity’ reported by McCallum and colleagues in 1984. The incongruity was generated to a mismatch in the gender of a speaker’s voice (McCallum et al., 1984).

**Audiovisual integration of human non-verbal vocalizations and associated facial movements**

We recorded ERPs and changes in brain’s blood flow (using functional magnetic resonance imaging, fMRI) in healthy human volunteers in response to viewing a synthetic human face and associated real human vocalizations. I will not report on the fMRI data in detail here, suffice it to say that the studies produced complex, but convergent, data sets.

Stimuli were presented to subjects in blocks consisting of auditory presentation only, visual presentation only, and combined audiovisual presentation. Stimuli were commonly occurring non-verbal facial movements associated with non-verbal vocalizations such as a sneeze, cough, burp, yawn, sigh, and singing a note. We asked subjects to detect two randomly presented unisensory targets – one was auditory and the other was visual, in an attempt to avoid subject bias towards one sensory modality. The two targets consisted of an eyeblink (visual target) and the vocalization ‘mmmm’ where the face remained motionless (auditory target). Subjects pressed a response button on target detection. We recorded 128 channel ERPs, as in the previous experiment.

The main finding in the ERP data set was a significant decrease in both auditory N140 and visual N170 amplitudes in the audiovisual condition relative to the unisensory conditions. These data indicate that sensory processing related to stimulus categories may be scaled back in response to the presence of incoming sensory information that is congruous and potentially redundant. This was further reinforced by earlier N170 latencies that were observed in the multisensory condition. Later ERPs occurring subsequent to N140 and N170 showed either maximal, but not superadditive, amplitudes in the audiovisual stimulation condition, or alternatively had amplitudes equal to their unisensory counterparts. Somewhat surprisingly and unexpectedly, early ERP activity at around 80ms post-stimulus onset showed superadditive effects, indicating that congruous multisensory stimulation conveys advantages in sensory processing that occur rapidly.

The fMRI data, in a separate group of subjects, showed underadditvity in the multisensory condition in occipitotemporal cortex, in the middle temporal gyrus and in the lateral occipital/fusiform cortices. These sites are potentially consistent with generators for the sensory ERPs (auditory N140 and visual N170) described earlier. Blood flow responses that were equal in multisensory and unisensory conditions, and maximal, but not superadditive, responses were seen in the temporo-parietal junction, superior temporal sulcus and inferior temporal gyrus. These areas have been associated with visual or auditory actions of a non-
social (Binkofski and Buccino, 2006; Lewis, 2006) or social nature (Haxby et al., 2002; Decety and Lamm, 2007; Hari and Kujala, 2009; Van Overwalle, 2009).

Synthesis and conclusions

Our electrophysiological data indicate that audiovisual information from a dynamic face and voice is integrated quickly, as shown by changes in the behavior of sensory ERP components such as the auditory N140 and visual N170. Indeed, changes in electrical activity of brain occurring as early as 80 ms post-stimulus onset were observed in this study. Figure 1 (below) shows a schematic summary of our findings across two different experiments. I have differentiated sensory from cognitive/affective ERP components using a temporal demarcation point at 250 ms post-stimulus onset.

For congruous multisensory stimulation, smaller sensory ERP components were observed relative to their unisensory counterparts (see Fig. 1, left panel). Presumably, given that there is a degree of redundancy in the presented information the brain does not have to work as hard to make sense of the incoming stimulus.

However, incongruous stimulation involving only human faces produced significant differences in both sensory and cognitive/affective ERP components (Fig. 1 bottom part of left and right panels). Notably these effects were not observed when non-human face or non-face stimuli were presented.

In sum, recordings of the electrical activity can clarify the time-scales over which multisensory input is integrated and identify which stimulus categories might enjoy privileged processing by the human brain. Multisensory processing of human face and voice information appears to have its own specialized neural mechanisms based not only on the data presented here, but also on the neuroimaging studies reviewed earlier in this Chapter. These specialized neural mechanisms are key to our ability to rapidly interact with our conspecifics in everyday professional and personal interactions.
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